


National organizations publish sea level rise studies and generate data sets projecting future water 

levels in an attempt to assist local governments’ efforts to adapt to our uncertain coastal future. They 

stop there, however, leaving it up to the decision-makers in local government to choose which of a wide 

array of projections best suits their needs. What this produces is a confusing and uncoordinated 

response to sea level rise risks. 

In Virginia there is no state or federal government guidance on sea level rise estimates to help localities 

adapt. As a result, localities make their best guess of future conditions, while adjacent localities often 

use different estimates.  Worse, individual federal agencies operating in the state use different sea level 

rise estimates, sometimes for different projects in the same locality. As a result, localities are left to 

wander alone across an increasingly dangerous landscape. 

To the local government decision-maker, the picture looks like the graph above, using projections for 

Sewell’s Point in Norfolk, Virginia.  

For coastal localities the questions are pretty simple: “Which curve should be used? Which one is ‘right’ 

for my locality?” 

From the people who develop these curves the answer is, “You choose,” making this entire effort less 

effective than it should be. 

In fairness, the wide range of sea level rise rates represented on the chart has to do with the various 

assumptions that are built into the models used to produce these curves and the extremely complicated 

state of the global climate system. That said, narrowing the options or providing guidance on which 

curves are preferred in which situations would be useful. In the United States, some cities, regions, and 

states are taking action to better coordinate the use of sea level rise and flooding projections and are 

providing guidance on the use of those projections in projects and planning.  

Unfortunately, in Virginia there is still no effort to provide one set of scenarios to localities or even a 

requirement to use sea level rise projections in state projects. Worse, Virginia state studies have 

recommended these actions starting a decade ago. The Governor’s Commission on Climate Change 

recommended in 2008 that the state take steps to protect infrastructure from what was then estimated 

to be a 2.3 – 5 foot centennial rate of sea level rise. In 2013, the Virginia General Assembly’s study, 

“Recurrent Flooding Study for Tidewater Virginia,” authored by the Virginia Institute of Marine Science, 

recommended the state provide planning guidance on sea level rise projections and that it take steps to 

develop an adaptation strategy.   

Without that guidance, plans and projects are proceeding independently across tidewater. Absent some 

standard for dealing with this wide range of projections, a prudent person could assume that something 

in the middle would be the “most likely” or “safest” prediction. However, over time, the divergence of 

even those mid-range curves produces different water heights. 

In designing coastal infrastructure that has a long useful life, say out to 2075, one could use the 

intermediate rate estimated by the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) (+1.5’ above current water 

levels), the Defense Department’s Strategic Environmental Research and Development Program’s 

(SERDP) Coastal Assessment Regional Scenario Working Group’s (CARSWG) medium rate (+2.5’), or the 

intermediate rate estimated by the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 

(+3’). Each of these estimates falls roughly in the mid-range of each agency’s future projections, but the 

http://sealevelrisevirginia.net/main_CCC_files/
http://ccrm.vims.edu/recurrent_flooding/Recurrent_Flooding_Study_web.pdf


task of choosing which rate to use falls to a local government administrator or project manager, based 

upon his or her best judgement. The consequences of that choice in 2075 could be a range of 1.5 feet in 

estimated water elevation, a significant difference in a flat region like coastal Virginia. Furthermore, this 

1.5 feet carries significant variability in the life-cycle cost associated with the infrastructure project. 

What goes into this choice for local governments is a function of political will and financial means. The 

higher the estimated rate of sea level rise, the more difficult it becomes to justify it politically, since a 

higher rate means a greater negative consequence for the locality. Also, the higher the estimated rate, 

translates to higher adaptation costs. All else being equal, there is pressure on the local decision-maker 

to choose a lower rate and build a less protective standard into projects. 

For an interlinked region like Hampton Roads, this lack of guidance becomes a problem as shared 

transportation segments, critical infrastructure, and economic assets can become protected/adapted to 

different levels of risk projections, depending upon which city or county they are located in. Lack of a 

shared guidance can also play into economic development competition as localities with more stringent 

estimates of flooding become more burdensome and expensive areas in which to do business, 

compared to localities that are using lower sea level rise estimates. 

The most glaring example of this lack of coordination and guidance is found with federal government 

agencies working in Virginia to provide flood risk protection and adaptation to sea level rise. The USACE 

is designing a “Coastal Storm Risk Management” system to protect the City of Norfolk, Virginia. This $1.8 

billion storm surge barrier system is to be in place by 2026 with future damages/risks calculated out to 

2076. The USACE headquarters has designated the “USACE Intermediate” curve for their projects; this 

project assumes a 1.48 foot increase in sea level rise by 2076. 

The Hampton Roads region is engaged in a number of joint land use studies between Department of 

Defense military facilities and surrounding localities to address operational challenges posed by 

increased flooding and sea level rise. These studies, which include Naval Station Norfolk, assume a sea 

level rise of between 1.5 feet and 3 feet by 2060. This rate is similar to the CARSWG medium rate, while 

just below the NOAA intermediate rate. 

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), in looking to the future, uses the NOAA 

intermediate curve which projects a sea level rise in the range of 3 feet by 2075. This means that three 

federal agencies working in Norfolk, Virginia are using three different estimates of rates of sea 

level rise. We will not know for another 50+ years which one will prove correct, but prudence and 

protection of taxpayer dollars should drive the federal agencies at least to agree on one range of sea 

level rise estimates for their work in Norfolk. There is no guidance provided by Virginia state agencies 

since they assume no sea level rise or increased flooding in their projects. 

While there is no excuse for lack of federal agency coordination or for the absence of Virginia state 

projections, localities can be forgiven for choosing different projections of sea level rise in their 

individual cities and counties. Without state or federal government guidance, localities choose based on 

tolerance for risk/citizen concern, exposure to flooding, and availability of funding, among other factors. 

As a result, tidewater Virginia localities use a range of sea level rise projections. 

The City of Virginia Beach is using rates near the NOAA intermediate curve for its infrastructure 

planning, anticipating about 3 feet of sea level rise by 2075. Next door, Norfolk is using a sea level rise 



rate of 2.6 feet by 2100 in its long-range plan, “Norfolk Vision 2100.” A subsequent planning effort, the 

Norfolk Green Infrastructure Plan, uses a rate of 1.5 to 2.5 feet by 2040. 

The City of Hampton, in its draft Resilience Plan, projects 3 feet of sea level rise by 2070, closest to the 

USACE high curve, while Gloucester County’s Comprehensive Plan estimates a 2.7 to 7.7 rise by 2100, 

based on unknown estimates from NOAA, but very close to the 2013 estimates from the Hampton 

Roads Planning District Commission (HRPDC) study. The Accomack-Northampton Planning District 

Commission conducted a transportation infrastructure inundation vulnerability study that assumed a 

2.58 feet elevation of sea level rise by 2070 and 4.5 feet by 2100, based on work from 2014 by the 

Virginia Institute of Marine Science (VIMS). The Hampton Roads Transportation Planning Organization 

(HRTPO) decided upon a sea level rise rate of 2 feet by 2045 in its 2016 study, “Sea Level Rise and Storm 

Surge Impacts to Roadways in Hampton Roads.” 

The graph below illustrates the problem at the implementation/local level that emerges as a result of 

different estimates of sea level rise rates. Various projects and planning documents from around 

tidewater, Virginia have been plotted on this graph. Some of these estimates involve static points in 

time and those have been marked with a single point. Other estimates with multiple points in time that 

do not reference a known model are plotted on an estimated curve. Taking these projections out 

approximately 50 years, to 2065, the water level elevation estimates vary by 2+ feet. In a region marked 

by flat topography, a water level difference of two feet produces a wide range of impacts. And as 

mentioned previously, the federal agencies operating in the region use a variety of estimates, resulting 

in nearly 1.5 feet of water level difference by 2065 just between the various federal agency estimates. 

This is not to say that there should be uniform and universal use of a set projection of sea level rise. 

There is no one “perfect” curve or estimate that will work across tidewater Virginia for all applications. 

Some sea level rise risk mitigation work will require a higher level of protection than others. Protecting 

critical assets and infrastructure where inundation will have serious consequences, such as hospitals, 

power plants, and major transportation segments, may push sea level rise projections to the higher 

range of estimates to assure greater protection. Assets with lower importance may require the lower 

range of estimates.  

However, the scattered set of projections presented on this graph does not reflect that rational process. 

Rather each of these points and curves was selected in separate processes that were not coordinated 

with each other. There are a few examples of broad guidance for sea level rise projections. The states of 

California, Maryland, and New York, Southeast Florida’s 4-county region, and New York City have all 

issued guidance for sea level rise projections. 

 

 

 



  



 

A review of the sea level rise projections from around tidewater Virginia also reveals another issue: the use of 

projections that do not reflect current updates to prior modeling outcomes. For example, two localities were using the 

VIMS’s 2013 projections even though those projections were updated in 2017, producing minor changes. For the NOAA 

curves, the updated difference is more pronounced, with their 2012 estimates being well below the current, 2017 

estimates. For example, in 2065, the earlier NOAA curve’s intermediate estimates of sea level rise are a foot below the 

current curve’s estimates.  

 

 

This points to the need for a continual process of updating the sea level rise projection guidance given to stakeholders 

and decision makers. In the process envisioned in Virginia’s 2008 Governor’s Climate Commission, climate change 

estimates were to be updated every five years. In a model for coordination of efforts on sea level rise, the Port of San 

Diego and US Navy Region Southwest signed a May 2018 memorandum agreeing to coordinate their sea level rise 

estimates and to update those estimates every five years. 

California has been showing leadership on this issue for nearly a decade, with its Sea Level Rise Guidance document 

issued in 2010 and updated in 2013. The Guidance was updated again recently and provides another set of regionally 

specific sea level rise estimates to help decision makers.  

 

 

https://timesofsandiego.com/military/2018/05/14/navy-and-port-of-san-diego-announce-joint-planning-for-sea-level-rise/
http://www.opc.ca.gov/webmaster/ftp/pdf/docs/rising-seas-in-california-an-update-on-sea-level-rise-science.pdf


Conclusion 

Coastal Virginia has the highest measured rate of sea level rise on the Atlantic Coast, a condition that is expected to 

continue according to most sea level rise projections. This high-risk area receives no guidance on which of a range of sea 

level rise projections is best suited to its planning and long-range infrastructure work. Different agencies of the federal 

government are using different projections for their agency’s work, while the state of Virginia assumes no rate of sea 

level rise in its planning and infrastructure programs. Amidst this confusion, local governments have adopted a range of 

estimates using a combination of their best judgement and the political and financial realities facing the locality. This 

confusion may lead to wasted public resources or diminished effectiveness of sea level rise adaptation efforts. A state-

led effort is needed to correct this situation, starting with a consensus guidance on rates of sea level rise in the mid-term 

(~+50 years) provided to state agencies and local governments, a mandate that state agencies and local governments 

receiving state infrastructure funding include those estimates in their plans, and a process for regularly updating those 

estimates. 

 

Data Sources: 

Projections 
Historic Rate:  

Uses Historic Rate from VIMS 2013 Recurrent Flooding Study at Sewells Point. Output datum: NAVD88. Accessed 
May 2018. http://ccrm.vims.edu/recurrent_flooding/Recurrent_Flooding_Study_web.pdf 
 

VIMS 2013: 
Data from VIMS 2013 Recurrent Flooding Study at Sewells Point. Output datum: NAVD88. Accessed May 2018. 
http://ccrm.vims.edu/recurrent_flooding/Recurrent_Flooding_Study_web.pdf 
 

VIMS 2017: 
Uses the regional curves from the 2017 NOAA National Climate Assessment Update Report, in addition to a 
subsidence rate of 3.1 mm/year from 2013 USGS Report. Output datum: NAVD88. Accessed May 2018. 
https://science2017.globalchange.gov/  
 

NOAA 2012: 
NOAA et al 2002 scenario using USACE Sea Level Change Curve Calculator (2017.55), with NOAA 2006 SLC rate, at 
Sewells Point, VA Gauge. Start year at 2020 and end year at 2100, with 5 year data intervals. Output datum: 
NAVD88. Accessed May 2018. http://www.corpsclimate.us/ccaceslcurves.cfm 

 

NOAA 2017: 
NOAA et al. 2017 scenario using USACE Sea Level Change Curve Calculator (2017.55), including NOAA 2006 SLC 
rate, at Sewells Point, VA Gauge. Start year at 2020 and end year at 2100, with 5 year data intervals. Output 
datum: NAVD88. Accessed May 2018. http://www.corpsclimate.us/ccaceslcurves.cfm 
 

USACE 2013:  
USACE 2013 scenario using USACE Sea Level Change Curve Calculator (2017.55), using NOAA 2006 SLC rate, at 
Sewells Point, VA Gauge. Start year at 2020 and end year at 2100, with 5 year data intervals. Output datum: 
NAVD88. Accessed May 2018. http://www.corpsclimate.us/ccaceslcurves.cfm 
 

CARSWG 2016:  
CARSWG 2016 scenario using USACE Sea Level Change Curve Calculator (2017.55), using NOAA 2006 SLC rate, at 
Sewells Point, VA Gauge. Start year at 2020 and end year at 2100, with 5 year data intervals. Output datum: 
NAVD88. Accessed May 2018. http://www.corpsclimate.us/ccaceslcurves.cfm 
 

http://ccrm.vims.edu/recurrent_flooding/Recurrent_Flooding_Study_web.pdf
http://ccrm.vims.edu/recurrent_flooding/Recurrent_Flooding_Study_web.pdf
https://science2017.globalchange.gov/
http://www.corpsclimate.us/ccaceslcurves.cfm
http://www.corpsclimate.us/ccaceslcurves.cfm
http://www.corpsclimate.us/ccaceslcurves.cfm
http://www.corpsclimate.us/ccaceslcurves.cfm


Planning Scenarios 
Virginia Beach Comprehensive Sea Level Rise and Recurrent Flooding Response Plan. Dewberry. 
Ongoing.  https://www.vbgov.com/government/departments/public-works/storm-
water/Documents/Sea%20Level%20Rise%2011-9-17/vb-slrrf-study-overview-2nd-02-15-18.pdf 
 
Living with Water Hampton: A Holistic Approach to Addressing Sea Level Rise and Resiliency. Waggonner & Ball. 
December 2017 (DRAFT)  
 
Norfolk Vision 2100. City of Norfolk. November 2016. https://www.norfolk.gov/DocumentCenter/View/27768 
 
VB/Norfolk Joint Land Use Study. AECOM. Ongoing. https://www.hrpdcva.gov/departments/joint-land-use-
studies/norfolk-va-beach-joint-land-use-study/ 
 
Norfolk Coastal Storm Risk Management Feasibility Study/EIS (DRAFT). USACE. October 2017. 
http://cdm16021.contentdm.oclc.org/utils/getfile/collection/p16021coll7/id/5483 
 
CRS Program: Localities must use intermediate high and reference the estimated level at 2100 (2012 NOAA 
Data). https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1493905477815-
d794671adeed5beab6a6304d8ba0b207/633300_2017_CRS_Coordinators_Manual_508.pdf 
 
Sea Level Rise and Storm Surge Impacts to Roadways in Hampton Roads. HRTPO. May 2016. 
https://www.hrtpo.org/uploads/docs/Sea%20Level%20Rise-
Storm%20Surge%20Impacts%20to%20Roadways%20in%20HR%20Final%20Report.pdf 
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